DATE: MAY 14, 2013

TITLE: PELICAN 4AA RECHARGEABLE LIGHT BATTERIES GET NEW PART NUMBER

PRODUCTS AFFECTED:
- PELICAN STEALTHLITE™ RECHARGEABLE 2450 FLASHLIGHT
- PELICAN STEALTHLITE™ RECHARGEABLE 2460 LED FLASHLIGHT
- PELICAN LITTLE ED™ RECHARGEABLE 3660 LED FLASHLIGHT

INTRODUCTION: THE NICKEL METAL HYDRIDE RECHARGEABLE BATTERY IN EACH OF THE STEALTHLITE AND LITTLE ED MODELS IS BEING TRANSITIONED TO A DIFFERENT PART NUMBER

Details:
The rechargeable battery catalog number 2469 (part #2453-302-004) for the StealthLite Rechargeable 2450 and StealthLite Rechargeable 2460 LED as well as the Little Ed™ Rechargeable 3660 LED flashlights is being replaced by catalog number 2479 (part #: 2463-302-004).

There is no performance change. This is strictly a part / catalog number change.